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ABSTRACT 
Let A, B, P, Q be n-square nonsingular complex matrices, and for 16; m < n let U 
and V he n X m complex matrices. For n > 3 necessary and sufficient conditions are 
given for the inequality 
det( U*AV) det( V*BU) < det( U*PU)det( V’QV) 
to hold for all U and V. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let A, B, P, Q be n-square complex matrices and for 1 < m <n, let U and 
V be nX m complex matrices. We examine the relations which must exist 
between A, B, P, and Q so that 
det( U*AV) det( V*BU) < det( U*PU) det( V*QV) (I) 
holds for all U and V. If m = 1 and A, B, P, Q are taken to be the n-square 
identity matrix, then (1) reduces to the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
I(% v)lZ+, +A v), 
where u and v are arbitrary n X 1 column vectors. 
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The case m= 1 also admits of the following equivalent formulations: 
(Au, u)(Bu, u) <(Pu, u)(@A u), (2) 
(P~Q-(A~~)a(u~u),u~u) >O, (3) 
where a(u@u)=u@‘u, and 
det Pu4 (A4 a0 
[ (~w) (Q&u) I * 
In [3] the first author obtained necessary and sufficient conditions for (2) to 
hold by using the equivalent formulation (3). The inequality (1) is also 
suggested in [3]. 
To motivate the method of proof we discuss an invariant formulation of 
(1). To this end take ?Tto be an n-dimensional inner product space over @. 
We define an inner product on the mth tensor space over v, @“‘V, by 
defining its action on the decomposable elements as follows: 
Let A be an irreducible character of a subgroup G of S,,,, the symmetric 
yip integers 1,. . . , m. For each u E S, define a multilinear p, : X m ?r 
m 
Let p : X “?r, Bm‘V be the canonical tensor map 
By the universality of the pair (@“v, p) there is a unique linear P(u) : @“v 
--+ 8 m ?r such that the diagram 
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is commutative, i.e., 
As a consequence of the character orthogonality relations the transformation 
T(G, A)= g z ~(~)~(4 
OEG 
is a hermitian idempotent [5, §V, p. 21. The range of such a projection is a 
subspace of @“‘v called a symmetry class of tensors, and is denoted by 
?&(G). Let E be the alternating character. We note that the mth Grassmann 
space over V, A”‘v, and gmcVare themselves symmetry classes: 
m 
A ?f=imT(S,,e) 
and 
6 T=imT({id},l). 
Let T be a linear transformation on V, and consider the induced map, 
@“‘T, on @“‘?r, where 
( 6 T)P(~)=P(~)( 0 T) 
for any UES,. Thus the TX(G) are reducing subspaces of @‘“T, and we 
define 
K(T)= 6 T(?T,(G). 
In particular, the mth compound of T is the map 
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Since (@“‘S)(@“‘T)= @*(ST), it follows that 
Cm(S)G,(T)=Cm(ST) (5) 
for all transformations S and T. 
Let E={el,..., e,} be an orthonormal (o.n.) basis of V, u ET, and 
u=IZ~_la,e4. Set [OIE =[a, ,..., uJT, and let [TIE be the matrix representa- 
tion of T with respect to E. Let Q,, n be the set of (z) strictly increasing 
integer sequences of length m chosen from 1,. . . , n. We denote by det A [ (Y ] /3] 
the determinant of the submatrix of A obtained by selecting rows (Y and 
columns j3. It is well known that 
is an orthonormal basis of A”?r. It follows that 
= [ (Cm(T)ep(l)A. . - Aep(m) 7 eacl)A. * * A%(,))] ) (6) 
where Qm., and hence E* are ordered lexicographically. 
If {ur,..., urn} and {ui,..., u,} are sets of linearly independent vectors, 
there exist linear mappings R and S such that 
Rei=ui= 2 uiiej, l<j<m, 
i-1 
and 
Sei=vi= 5 viiei, l<j<m. 
i=l 
Let E’={e,,...,e,}; then [RJ&=[uii]=U and [S]E,=[vji]=V are nXna 
complex matrices. From (5) and (6) 
=det(U*AV). 
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Thus an invariant formulation of (1) can be stated in terms of induced 
mappings of the Grassmannian manifold 9,: 
where by the usual arguments we may assume that the vectors appearing in 
any exterior product are o.n. 
If H is hermitian positive definite (negative definite), we write H>O 
(H<O). If H and K are definite of the same sign (opposite signs), we write 
HK>O (HK<O). 
THEOREM. Assume n > 3, 1 <m <n, and A, B, P, Q are nonsingular 
complex m&rices. Then (1) holds for all n X m rectungulur mutices U and V 
if and only if 
(i) P= aH, Q=PK, (c$?)“= l = rt 1, H and K are &finite hermitian and 
(ii) A* = wB, ~~62, w”‘=XE!R, so that (1) reads 
X(det(V*BU)12<edet(U*HU)det(V*KV) (8) 
andif 51....,5, are the eigenualues of H-‘B*K-‘B, and 
thfm 
(iii) ife=l,A>O,theneithermisodd,HK>O,and~<l,~miseuen, 
HK can have either sign, and .$< 1; or 
(iv) ifr=l,h<O, theneithermisoddandHK>O,ormisevenandHK 
can have either sign; or 
(v) if4’ -l,h>O,thenmisoaZ,HK<O,and~<l;or 
(vi) ifc= -1,h<O,thenmi-soo2andHK<0. 
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We include a table of conditions (iii)-(vi): 
e h m H K 5 
1 + odd + * <l 
1 + even <l 
1 - odd 2 2 
1 - even 
-1 + odd * T <l 
-1 - odd 2 ? 
It should be noted that for n =2, m= 1 the inequality (8) can hold with 
both H and K indefinite. Simply take 
B=l,, H=K=[; _;I, A=c= - 1. 
II. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1. If C is any linear transf_nmutim cm @“‘?r, then (Cz, z) =0 
for all decomposable elements ZE @“‘Tiff &O. 
Proof. Let q,..., v,EV, then for any r,E?T 
o=(r++** @(x,+tJ,), u,@* * * c3J(x,+vn)) 
=(Cu,c+-* @u,_,@3x,, v,c3. * . @U”) 
+(eu,@.-- @u”,u,@‘*~ @un_l@‘x”). (10) 
Similarly 
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Matching (10) and (II), we obtain 
Suppose for xk+ i, . . . , x, EY 
Then in (13) if we replace ok by u,+x, and then by u,+ix,, we obtain as 
above 
Thus from (12) we may proceed inductively to obtain (13) for any k, 
l<k<n.InparticuIar,forarbitraryx,,...,x,~CV,wehave 
The decomposable elements form a basis of @“‘v, and hence c=O. n 
In what follows the quadratic forms will be restricted to certain sub- 
spaces of @“‘V, and in particular to images of decomposable elements in 
Bm?r under certain orthogonal projections. Thus let S be an orthogonal 
projection with imS=%. For any xi@-*- @,x,~@“‘Ydefine 
xl*“’ *x,=sx163... G&,, 
written 
x*= sx@, 
I.e., p=Qjl.. . C&r,,,, x”=x,//* . + AX,,,, etc. Then define 
1 
m 
qJs)= x*E9lqx’=Sx@,x@E m--v , I 
the set of decomposuble elements in %. For the case S= T({id}, 1) we define 
9=‘iJ,,(T({id},l)), 
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For the case S = T( S,,, , c) we modify the definition of 6&J T( S,, e)) to consist 
of the decomposable elements xA E /\“‘V such that llxAll =l. Thus the 
Grassmannian manifold qm is q,JT( S,, E)). 
LEMMA 2. Let S be an orthogonul projection on @“y, %=imS. If &is 
anylinearoperatoron%, then(Cx*,x*)=Oforanyx’E9~(S)ifandonlyif 
e=o. 
Proof. we proceed by first extending l?. to a linear operator I? on @“‘?r 
by defining C to be zero on Em I, CITlL=C. Then for any x’E~~(S) we 
have 
o= (Cx’, x’) 
=$x*,x*) 
=(Esx”, sx@) 
= (SESX”, x”) 
where 8 ~9. In other words (Sk% @, x@) =0 for any xa ~9. By Lemma 1, 
SCS=O. Hence C=Sl?SI%=O. n 
Let G < S,, be the direct product of the symmetric group S,,, on 1,. . . , m 
with the symmetric group S& on m + 1,. . . ,2m, and let x = l c’, where l (e’) is 
the alternating character of S, (S,TJ. Form the symmetry class of tensors over 
Y of degree 2m associated with G and x as im S= v,(G), where S is the 
symmetry operator 
Note that 
where 
s= S&, (14 
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If fl I,... ,um, Ul,..., u, are any 2m vectors in V, (14) immediately implies 
that 
@(U l,...,U,,Ul>..., urn) =uAc3uA. 
Clearly @ is multilinear with the symmetries of G and x, so there is a unique 
linear map (I on //“‘V@ //“‘Vsuch that the diagram 
is commutative. Of course ?Er is the canonical map \k( ul,. . . , urn, ul,. . . , u,) = 
uA@uA\. Thus Q=o\k implies 
u( uA@lJA) =uAG3uA 
for all uA@vA E A”%% //“V. 
Note that u=u-l. Also we compute that 
( u*uAc3uA, xA@yA) = (uuA@uA, xAc3y*) 
for all uA@uA, xA @ y A E A” ?@ A” V, and hence 
u=(J*=u-1. 
Let A, B be linear transformations on v, and define K: X q”?k=//“‘?@ 
A”Vby 
K(Ul,...,U,,ul,..., um)=C,,,(A)uA@C,,,(B)uA\. 
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Clearly, K is multilinear with the symmetries of G and x. So there is a unique 
linear map C,,,(A)@C,,,(B) on A”?@3 /\Vsuch that the diagram 
1 
Cm(A)‘=,(B) 
is commutative. 
Thus (7) becomes 
((C,(A)~C,(B))auA~~*,uA~,uA) 
<(C,(P)@C,(Q)ur\@uA,~“@uA). 
(16) 
Set 
The inequality (16) can then be stated simply as 
(&z,z)>O 
for all decomposable z=u~~u~E~~(G), u*, u~E%‘~. 
We see from (14) and (15) that 
s=s,s,t=s,s,. 
So S is an orthogonal projection itself. Thus by Lemma 2, since both 
(17) 
and 
('&(+K,,(Q)~*, x*) E Ifa 
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for all x*65?&(S), we conclude that [C,(A)@C,(B)]a and C,(P)@C,(Q) 
are both hermitian. 
LEMMA 3. 
(a) G(f’PWQ) h is ermitiun if and only if P=aH, Q=j3K, where H 
and K are hermitiun and (a/?)“’ = r = k 1. 
Why fWP’W)I o is hermitian if and only if A*=wB and B*=vA, 
“=XER and vm=pER. 
Proof. (a): From C,,,(P)@C,(Q)=[C,(P)@C,(Q)]*=C,(P)*@C,,,(Q)* 
we conclude [l, p. 831 that C,(P)*=&,(P), C,(Q)*=SC,,,(Q), y&=1, and 
by taking norms (y(=]6]=1. If y=ei’, then C,(P*)=C,(P)*=yC,(P)= 
C,(e ir’mP). We obtain [l, p. 1451 P* =e 
is/mei~/mp=ef[(s+r)/mlp=ei~p, 
where O=(s+r)/m. Thus e ie/zP= H is hermitian, and we set a =e -M/2 
Similarly Q=BK and (a/?)“C,(H)@C,,,(K)=C,(aH)@C,(~K)=C,(P)~ 
Cm(Q)=C,,,(P*)@Cm(Q*)=(a~)“C,,,(H)@Cm(K). Hence (a/?)” is real. 
Since I a/3 I = 1, l =(aj3)m= + 1. 
(b): We compute that {[C,(A)@C,(B)]o}* =a*Cm(A)*@Cm(B)* = 
aC,(A*)@C,(B*). Hence [C,(A)@C,,,(B)]U is hermitian if and onIy if 
o[C,(A*) @ C,(B*)] = [C,(A) @ C,(B)]u, or equivalently, u[C,(A*) 63 
G,(B*DJ =Cm(A)@Cm(B). But u[Cm(A*)@‘Cm(B*)]u=C,,,(B*)@Cm(A*), 
and hence [C,( A)@C,( B)]u is hermitian if and only if C,( A*) = AC,,,(B), 
and C,(B*)=&(A), Xp=l. Again C,(A*)=XC,(B) and C,,,(B*)=pC,(A), 
C,( A*) = C,,,( h’/‘“B) and C,( B*) = C,,,( $/“A), A* = cX’/“B and B* = dpl/“A, 
where c and d are complex numbers, cm= 1= d”. We note further that 
C,(A)*=AC,(B) implies C,(A)=~,(B)*=&.LC,(A), so &~=l, x-l/p= 
h E R, and /.L = l/X E R. The result follows by setting o -hi/‘% and v = pi/V. 
n 
We see from Lemma 3 that 
~=d&(H)@C,(K)-X[C,,,(B)*@C,(B)]U, (1% 
A E R, E = +- 1, in which H and K are hermitian, and we can summarize these 
preliminary results as follows: 
LEMMA 4. The inequality (1) holds if and only if 
(Cz,z)>O, (20) 
all z=uA@vA , uA, d~Gi)m, for the operator (19). 
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Note that (20) is precisely the same as 
III. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let X be an operator with eigenvalues A, > . . . >A,, A_(X)=A,, and 
ha=~~_n_lhacij for ~EQ,,,. It follows that [l, p. 1221 A_(C,(X))= 
maX,EQ ‘,* VII.” 
LEMMA 5. Let [ be defined as in (9). lf c = 1, A > 0, then (1) holds if and 
only if either m is odd, HK > 0, and 5 < 1, or m is even, HK can have either 
sign, and [ < 1. 
Proof. From Lemma 4 the inequality (1) becomes 
uA, uA Eg,,,. We note first that the eigenvectors of C,(H) and C,(K) may 
be selected from q,. Clearly then if either C,(H) or C,(K) were indefinite, 
the left side of (22) could assume negative values. Thus both are definite and 
clearly of the same sign. 
A fundamental fact necessary in what follows is that if X is hermitian and 
C,(X) is definite hermitian, then X is definite. For let A,, . . . , A, be the 
eigenvalues of X. Then A,, o E Qm, n, are the eigenvalues of C,(X). Clearly 
for each 1 < i, i&n we may select (Y, j3 EQ,,,, n such that X,/AB=X,/A,. But 
then A,/$ >O, 1< i, i < n, since the definiteness of C,(X) insures that the 
L ~EQm,n’ all have the same sign. Therefore, hi, . . . , A, all have the same 
sign. 
Suppose m is even, X hermitian, C,(X) definite. If X is positive definite, 
then C,,,(X) is positive definite [l, p. 1191. If X is negative definite, then 
Xi = -X is positive definite and hence C,(X) = C,( -Xi) = ( - l)“C,( Xi) = 
C,(X,) is positive definite. Thus the definite compounds of even degree are 
positive. So C,(H) >O and C,,,(K) >O, and HK can have either sign. For the 
sake of brevity we assume H < 0 and K > 0. The proof of the remaining cases 
wiU be apparent with the obvious alterations. Now H <0 implies H, = 
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-H> 0. So C,(H,) = C,(H) > 0 and hence C,(H)‘/2 = C,(H,)“2 = 
C,( If,““). Setting Xi = Hfi2ui, yi = K’/2u,, 1 < i < m, in (22) produces the 
equivalent 
I.e., 
; a ((C,(K-“2BH;“2)wA, zA)12, (24 
wA, zA E gm. Suppose X is an arbitrary operator, X= UA the polar factoriza- 
tion of X, U unitary, A > 0. Then for uA, uA E qm 
Thus the inequality (23) holds if and only if the maximum eigenvalue of 
C,,,( K-li2B~; 1/2)*bm( K-‘/~BH;~/~) = cm( H;~/~B*K--~BH; l/2) (24) 
is at most l/X. However, (24) has the same eigenvahres as C,( H[‘B*K-‘B). 
From Lemma 3 and the above, C,(H~‘B*K-‘B)=C,(H,)-lC,(B*K-‘B)= 
C,(H)-‘C,(B*K-1B)=C,(H-1B*K-‘B)=(1/A)C,(P-1AQ-’B). Since [= 
X,(C,,,(P-‘AQ-‘B), the result for even m follows. 
Suppose m is odd. Then for hermitian X, C,(X) >0 ( < 0) implies X> 0 
(<O) [l, p. 1471. We assume C,(H)<0 and C,(K)<O, so that H<O and 
K<O. Then H,= -H>O, K,= -K>O. We have C,,,(H)= -C,(H,), C,(K) 
= - C,,,(K,), so that (22) reads 
where C,(H,) >O, C,(K,) >O. As above we set xi=H,‘12ui, yi=K:/‘u, 
thereby reducing (22) to the equivalent 
; > J(C,(K;“2BH,“2)~A,uA)~2, UA, lP\E9?& 
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It follows as in the case of even m that this inequality holds if and only if 
X,,[C,(H,‘B*K[‘B)] < l/X. The desired result is again immediate by 
noting that C,(H,‘B*K;‘B)=C,(-H-‘B*(-K)-‘B)=C,(H-”B*K-’B) 
= l/hC,(P-‘AQ-‘B). Th e result follows similarly in the case that C,(H) > 0 
and C,(K) > 0 by working with H and K instead of H, and K,. n 
LEMMA 6. Let 6 be &fined as in (9). Zf z = - 1, A > 0, then (1) ho& if 
andonlyifmisoodd,HK<O,and~<l. 
Proof. The inequality (21) becomes 
(-C~(H)uA,uA)(C,(K)uA,oA)>hl(C,(~)uA,o~)Je, (25) 
UA, VA@Lm. The eigenvectors of -C,,,(H) are the same as those of 
C,( H)and are therefore in %Jm. Therefore, the quadratic forms on the left of 
(25) are always of the same sign, and we conclude that - C,(H) and C,,,(K) 
are definite of the same sign. For even m definite compounds can only be 
positive. But -C,(H) <0 implies C,,,(K) <0, which is impossible. Thus (25) 
can hold only for odd m. We can replace H by - H in Lemma 5, since in the 
case of odd m, - C,(H) = C,( - H). In other words we replace C,(H) in (22) 
bY -C,(H) to obtain (25). Hence the maximum eigenvalue of 
C,(-H-lB*K-lB) must never exceed l/A. But C,(- H -‘B*K-‘B)= 
- C,(H -‘B*K -‘B) = - +,,(P-‘B*Q-‘B) = (l/A)C,(P-‘AQ-‘B), and 
the result follows. n 
Ihe cases that remain are e-l, A<0 and E= -1, A<O. For the first of 
these (21) becomes 
(C,(H)uA,uA)(C,(K)uA,uA)~ -IA~I(C,(B)U~,U*)~~ 
or 
I(IX11'2c~(B)uA.0A)12>(-~,(~)uA,uA)(~,(~)uA,oA). 
For e = - 1, h < 0, (21) becomes 
-(C,(H)uA,uA)(C,(K)oA,uA)> -~A~~(C,(B)U~,~~)~~ 
or 
1(1A~“2C,(B)uA,uA)~2>(C,(H)uA,uA)(C,(K)oA,oA). 
(26) 
(27) 
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We deal with (27) as follows: 
LEMMA 7. Let n > 3; assum.e that B, H, K are non-singular and that H 
and K are hermitian. Then 
~(C,(B)~A,~A)~Z~(C,(H)uA,uA)(C,(K)uA,uA), (2% 
uA, uA ~q,,,, if and only if m is odd and HK <O; i.e., (28) can only hold 
triviully. 
Proof. Note that n > 3 is necessary for this result, as the example 
following the statement of the Theorem in Sec. I shows. 
Let B= AU be the polar factorization of B, A > 0, U unitary. Set xA = 
C&J)U/‘, zA = C,(A1’2)x”, wA = C ( A1j2)vA in (28) to reduce the inequal- m 
ity to the equivalent 
GA* wA)J2>(Cm(A- “‘UHU*A- “‘)z”, zA) 
x (Cm(A-1/2KA-1/2)WA, ’) (29) 
foralltA , w A E grn. Suppose we can prove the result with B = I,. Then (28) 
tells us that the necessary and sufficient condition for (29) to hold is that 
C,,,( A- ““UHU*A- 1’2) and C,,,( A- 1/2KA-1/2) have opposite signs. But the 
first of these is conjunctive to C,(H) and the second is conjunctive to C,(K), 
so (29) and the equivalent (28) hold if and only if C,,,(H) and C,,,(K) have 
opposite signs. Clearly then, as in Lemma 6, m could not be even. Thus it 
suffices to prove the result for Z?=Z,, i.e., 
I(UA, uA)12>(C,(H)uA,uA)(C,(K)vA,vA), (30) 
If m= 1 or m=n- 1, then A”‘v consists entirely of decomposable 
elements, and (30) becomes 
I(u, u)12~(Gn(Hb~ u)(Cm(K)v~ 0) (31) 
for all 24, vE //“‘Y The result then follows from [3]. 
Assume 1 < m < n- 1, and suppose C,(K) is indefinite. Let ul, . . . , u,, be 
an o.n. basis of eigenvectors for K, with (C,(K)v,,_,+,A* . . Av,,. v,,_,+, 
A... Au,,) <O. Then (30) implies (C,(H)wA, wA) > 0 for any wAE 
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(v,,_,+i/\.** Av,)l. Let P be the orthogonal projection of ‘V onto 
: 
vi,. . . , v, _ I ) . Then C,(P) is the orthogonal projection of ArnV onto A” 
vi ,..., v,~_i). Since //“(vi ,..., v,_r) c(v,_,+,A*** Av,)l, for any 
uAE//*Vit follows that (C,(PHP)uA,uA)=(C,(H)C,(P)uA,C,(P)uA) 
> 0. So PHP is semidefinite. By the Cauchy interlacing inequalities [4, p. 
1191, n - 1 of the eigenvalues of H have the same sign. If the eigenvalues of 
H all have the same sign, then H and hence C,(H) are definite. But we may 
select the eigenvectors of C,(K) from Om. So there exist u A, v A E 9, with 
(UA, vA)=O and (C,,,(H)uA,uA)(C,,,(K)vA,vA)>O, contradicting (30). 
Therefore H is indefinite with precisely n - 1 eigenvalues of the same sign. 
Letu i, . . . , u, be an o.n. basis of eigenvectors of H with u, corresponding 
to the single eigenvalue of opposite sign. Since (C,( H)u,_,+ 1 
A - . - A u,, u,-,,,+I A - - . Au,) ami (C,(H)u,-, A * . - Au,,_~, u,_, 
A - - - Au,_ 1) have opposite signs, it follows from (30) that (C,(K)&\, vA) 
for any v~E(~,_,+~A* * * Au,)’ has sign opposite to (C,(K)vA, vA) for 
any vAE(u,_,/\* * * Au,._,)~. Therefore (C,(K)vA, VA)=0 for any vAE 
(U~-m~~~~Au”-~rU”_,+~/\~~~r\U,~~. Let ==<l+...,u,_s&J. 
Since m > 1, //TRc (u,_,// * * * Au,_~, u,-,+1 A * * * Au, )l. and 
G,(QKQ)wA~ wA) = 0 for any wA E AmY, where Q is the orthogonal 
projection of ?r onto %. Therefore rank(QKQ) G m - 1. If a matrix is 
augmented by a single row and column, its rank can increase by at most 2. 
Thus it follows that n = rank(K) G m + 1, a contradiction. n 
We deal with (26) as follows. 
LEMMA 8. Let n > 3; assume that B, H, K are nonsingular, and that H 
and K are hermitian. Then 
~(C,(~)uA,vA)~e~(-C,(H)uA,uA)(C,(K)vA,vA), (32) 
~~,v~~~,,,,ifandunlyifmisoddandHK>O,ormisevenandHKcan 
have either sign. 
Proof. Suppose m is odd. By replacing H with -H in (26) we obtain 
(32). We conclude by Lemma 7 that -H and K are of opposite signs. Thus 
H and K are of the same sign. 
If m is even, then by polar factorizing B as in Lemma 7, we obtain the 
following inequality equivalent to (26): 
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for all zA, wA E qm. As in Lemma 7, we assume we can prove the result with 
B = Zv, and are led by conjunctivity to conclude that C,( Z-Z) and C,(K) have 
the same sign. Thus the Lemma is reduced to obtaining conditions for 
IW? uA)j2>( -Cm(zz)uA,uA)(Cm(K)uA, ) 
to hold for all uA, uA Eqm. Since -C,(H) has decomposable eigenvectors, 
we may repeat the argument used in Lemma 7 to obtain that -C,(H) must 
be negative definite and C,(K) positive definite. a 
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